
DISHWASHERS

A DYNAMIC APPROACH  
TO CLEAN DISHES

A redesigned wash arm and multiple zone cleaning combinations are two 
ways KitchenAid® dishwashers continue to pair innovative features with 
exceptional cleaning performance. Combinations like these help make 
KitchenAid the Best Performing Dishwasher Brand without rinse aid.*

* Combined wash and 
dry results of leading 
premium brands.



When the nozzle is rotated 
up, water sprays from the 
top of the nozzle.

When the nozzle 
is in the horizontal 
position, water 
sprays from the base.

 1  Free-spinning soaking arm is propelled by water pressure and pushes 
water through multiple, precisely spaced nozzles to maximize water 
volume and saturation. 

 2  Fixed scrubbing arm maximizes water velocity and saturation in the high 
soil zones of the lower rack. 

 3  Gear-driven corner arm has long spokes that optimize corner coverage 
on every revolution. 

INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE 
DYNAMIC WASH ARM
The nine arms of the Dynamic Wash Arm provide 3 times better 
coverage* throughout the dishwasher. The unique design directly 
sprays water everywhere in the dishwasher, including hard-to-reach 
places. This means dishes get powerful cleaning no matter where they 
are placed in the rack.

* Compared to the KitchenAid® “X” arm.

BOTTLE WASH OPTION
Provides a dedicated option for 
cleaning items like tall bottles and 
vases by delivering a high-powered 
spray through a series of articulating 
nozzles. A wash bar across the front 
of the upper rack delivers improved 
coverage to the corners. 
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KITCHENAID® DISHWASHERS WITH DYNAMIC WASH ARMS

KDTM404E KDTM504E KDTM704E KDTM804E
Dynamic Wash Arm Dynamic Wash Arm Dynamic Wash Arm Dynamic Wash Arm

ProScrub® Option ProScrub® Option ProScrub® Option ProScrub® Option

ProScrub® Upper Option ProScrub® Upper Option Bottle Wash Option Bottle Wash Option

Clean Water Wash System Clean Water Wash System Clean Water Wash System Clean Water Wash System

Advanced ProDry™ System Advanced ProDry™ System Advanced ProDry™ System Advanced ProDry™ System

— LED Lighting LED Lighting LED Lighting

— — — Window
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PROSCRUB® UPPER OPTION
Two concentrated “shower head” spray zones in the 
upper rack’s front corners deliver intense cleaning 
power. In fact, selecting the ProScrub® Upper option 
provides 39% more coverage.*

* Compared to ProScrub® option. 

PROSCRUB® OPTION
We were one of the first brands to introduce  
the concept of zone cleaning into a dishwasher. 
The ProScrub® option, behind the lower rack, helps 
eliminate soaking or pre-scrubbing by removing 
stubborn, baked-on foods.


